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how can you help?

with money...
•  Make a donation – No contribution is too small and each  

donation will be used directly for service delivery.
•  By covenant
•  By payroll giving
•  Fundraising – Have fun helping us!

with gifts...
•	 	Office	equipment	–	We	can	often	use	your	unwanted	 

goods that are in reasonable condition to support  
some of the young people we work with.

•  Tea, coffee, soft drinks etc., that are in date  
and can be used by young people.

with publicity...
•  Tell young people about us
•	 	Pass	on	our	leaflets
•  Display our poster
•  Invite us to speak or run a session at your school, club, or meeting
•  Invite us to provide a display at relevant youth events
•  Mention us in your local newsletter or magazine
•  Use Talkbus at your youth event

with your time...
•  By applying to volunteer your time and skills
•  By joining our board
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I would like to start by sharing my thanks, on behalf of all the Trustees, for all the 
excellent work done for Croydon Drop In, by staff and volunteers, to help young 
people	who	find	themselves	in	need	of	someone	to	listen	and	help	them	with	their	
problems. In this report you will read about this work in more detail. You will hear 
of the numbers of young people who come to CDI, and you will get some idea 
of the problems they are facing; you will need to bear in mind, too, that many of 
them face multiple problems – housing problems may lead to disruption at home, 
disruption	at	home	may	lead	to	difficulties	at	school,	and	so	on.

Of course I need to thank the people who give so unstintingly of themselves in 
the service of others. However none of our services could be delivered without 
funding. So our thanks are due to all of the following statutory bodies, charitable 
trusts and individuals, without whose support we would not be able to operate;

•  London Borough of Croydon: Localities Fund (concluded September 2016), 
Communities Fund (commenced October 2016) and Joint commission of 
Information, guidance and Counselling

•  Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG): Local Transformation Plan
•  Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS); 
•  Public Health
•  Croydon Best Start
•  Parent Infant Partnership UK, 
•  Jack Petchey Foundation;
•  Children in Need charities;
•  Church Tenements Trust
•  Relief in Need

We	should	also	like	to	thank	the	smaller	trusts	and	individuals	who	support	the	
agency	with	donations	and	their	time,	which	they	freely	give	to	us.	We	think	that	it	
is a comment on the work we do that many of them are young people who have 
themselves been helped by CDI, and wish to express their gratitude in a practical 
way. This year we’d like to give special thanks to Charlotte Allen, who has supported 
us by dedicating an exhibition of her art, and donating its proceeds to CDI and 
Trojan	Gordon,	one	of	our	volunteer	counsellors,	who	has	raised	significant	funding	
for our counselling service by competing in marathons and half marathons.

As you can see from the patchwork of funding above, it is a hard task to weave it 
all together as well as to write bids to potential funders, without ever forgetting 
what the core business of the agency is. The Trustees are well aware of all that CDI 
owes to the tireless effort and leadership given by Kim Bennett, who is an example 
of all the agency stands for. 

Anne Smith, Chair

chair’s report
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“...our thanks are due to the statutory bodies, charitable trusts and  
individuals, without whose support we would not be able to operate.”

//   Anne 
Smith



Directors (Trustees)

Anne Smith (Chair) 
Rev. Colin Boswell  
 (Vice Chair) (Resigned Nov 16) 
Mary Conlan (Resigned Nov 16) 
Janet Austin  
Jill Keehan 
Graham Reeves (Resigned Nov 16) 
Basil Morris  
 (Volunteer Counsellor Representative) 
Hannah Cilia 
Roger King 
Alysha Coe (Young Person Representative) 
 (Resigned Nov 16) 
Oliver Lewis

External Counselling Supervisors

Karen Lacey 
Wendy	Blenman 
Austin Pacittio 

Central Team

Kim Bennett 
Gordon Knott (Joined Nov 16) 
Nicola Newman 
Deborah (Admin Volunteer) 
Emily Troup (Overseas Volunteer)

Outreach Core and Sessional Team

Angela Ben-Arie 
Sharon Seaborne (Left Jan 17) 
Una Adarkwa 
Sonia Garnett 
Lorna Hunt 
Jacqueline	Morris 
Chymonne Dawkins 
Rachael Palmer (Bank staff member) 
Clinton	Waller	

Outreach Volunteer Team 

Emily Duignan 
Robert Ley (Joined Aug 16)

Advocacy

Jacqueline	Henry

Croydon Best Start PIP UK Project

Karen Lacey (Moved into post Apr 16) 
Yvonne Osafo (Joined Apr 16)

Family Navigator

Renee Bond (Project ended Apr 16)

Counselling

Rhona Kenny (Counselling Manager) 

Volunteer Counselling Team

Tanya Campbell 
Basil Morris 
Barbara Bowen 
Michele Richards (Left Aug 16) 
Charlotte Radford 
Francisco Hoi (Left Feb 17) 
Sophie Hillwood-Harris  
Yetunde Otuwehinmi  
Jacqui	Banton 
Matt Flynn (Left Dec 16) 
Jill Martin 
Sharon Barnes 
Renee Bond 
Trojan Gordon 
Leanne Chapman 
Leon Berry (Joined Nov 16) 
Claire Lawler (Joined Nov 16) 
Chisom Nwanko (Joined Nov 16)

Counselling In Schools  
and Sessional Team

Sonia Francis (Riddlesdown Collegiate) 
Rebecca Shingleton (Harris Crystal Palace,  
 Parkhill Infant, Gonville) 
Desmond Fuller (St. Nicholas SEN) 
Renee Bond (Harris Invictus, 
	 Wallington	CGS	and	David	Livingstone) 
Sophie Hillwood-Harris  
 (Riddlesdown Collegiate, St. Mary’s) 
Trojan Gordon (St Mary’s)

the team
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“...sincere thanks to a brilliant team who never falter  
in their dedication to this agency...”



Welcome	to	our	39th	annual	review.	As	this	report	goes	to	print	I	will	have	had	
the privilege of being Director of Croydon Drop In for 18 years. I would never 
have guessed that I would serve this long. 

As you can read in this report, it has yet again been a busy time for all areas of 
our service delivery. I would like to record my sincere thanks to a brilliant team 
who never falter in their dedication to this agency even when some of the 
external challenges seem never to be resolved.

Working with young people

By adding all our statistics together our agency engaged with almost 12,000 
young	people	and	families,	(11,981	actually),	a	massive	achievement	I’m	sure	
you	will	agree.	Specific	details	can	be	gleaned	from	the	individual	project	
reports which follow.

It is with great thanks to our Outreach team that we have yet again rolled out 
a Youth Participation programme, supported by our unrestricted reserves and 
trading services. A core group of young people supported our agency yet 
again with our recruitment process and partnership engagement.

Achievements and joy

Whilst	the	year	was	yet	another	busy	one,	CDI	had	cause	to	celebrate	when	
we successfully recruited to the new role of Deputy Director. I’d like to 
welcome Gordon Knott to the team and to thank him personally for hitting 
the ground running when he joined us in November 16. This post is made 
possible by the LTP funding, which is supporting Croydon’s Open Access 
programme, and we are all very appreciative. The Open Access initiative is 
supporting young people in receiving appropriate and timely interventions for 
their emotional wellbeing, and more detail of this can be read in the Deputy 
Director’s and Counselling reports.

director’s report
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“...our agency engaged with almost 12,000 young people...”



On a personal level, I too thank the LTP for this opportunity to provide much 
needed additional capacity to this agency. It has come at a crucial time and 
with news that 2017/18 is secure we have a positive outlook going forward. 

Local authority – housing and localities

Last year I reported an extension to our Housing contract with an early end 
to our Localities funding to end of September 2016. You can imagine how 
relieved we all were when we found out that our bid to the newly launched 
Community Fund had been successful. The Community Fund is a three 
year contract which covered in full the loss of both Housing and Localities 
contracts.	We	are	very	grateful	to	the	LA	for	their	roll	out	of	this	programme;	
it was by far the most transparent process that we have been engaged in so 
far and the fact that young people were on the selection panels made our 
achievement even more meaningful. Following the successful outcome we 
were called to a meeting by the LA commissioners, who provided valuable 
feedback that we fully took on board and will be able to utilise in making 
further new bids.

Public health

Sadly,	toward	the	end	of	the	financial	year	we	had	a	six	month	notice	
served	for	our	two	Public	Health	Talkbus	sessions.	We	are	hoping	to	work	in	
collaboration with the LA to see if we can be part of a new Tender process – 
please watch this space.

New ventures

Last	year	I	briefly	made	mention	of	our	Croydon	&	PIP	UK	partnership,	and	
I am pleased that this year you can read a little more about this exciting 
development on page 22.

There always seems to be an aura of synchronicity around CDI and this 
occurred again, when we secured two new schools contracts just as Gordon 
joined	us.	As	already	mentioned	Gordon	set	to	task	immediately	and	quickly	
got to grips with our schools programme.

You will also be reading about the Single Point of Access later, and I would like 
to record thanks here to Jackie a colleague who supported CDI in achieving 
the information governance (IG) toolkit accreditation. This was a huge piece of 
work that could not have been achieved without Jackie’s research, preparation 
and	production	skills.	The	IG	was	a	requirement	from	Commissioners	with	
regard	to	information	sharing	and	security	of	files.	We	will	continue	to	work	
on	the	fidelity	of	our	systems	in	the	coming	months	and	there	will	be	more	to	
report on this next year.
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“The community fund was by far the most transparent process that we have been engaged in so far and  
the fact that young people were on the selection panel made our achievement even more meaningful.”



The future

A	future	definitely	exists	for	CDI	alongside	a	programme	that	promises	
development and new ways of thinking, so we are excited to see what we can 
achieve. If we can secure longer term funding for our core service, I sincerely 
believe that we can bring greater social value to the borough by delivering 
training programmes and a larger commissioned services portfolio.

Of course, I cannot sign off this report without recording my huge gratitude to 
a Board of Trustees who have always supported me in my role and the agency 
as a whole. In particular I’d like to thank Anne our Chair and Jill our Treasurer, 
both of whom have almost a weekly if not monthly input to supporting the 
operations of CDI, I truly cannot single out our other members as they all have 
provided 1:1 support to me at some point or the other. Thank you all.

The latter part of 16/17 saw a drive for additional directors and I welcome 
these new members who will be added to our list in next year’s report. 

The Team page that is listed in this report provides the names of our whole 
agency team, both paid and volunteer. I wish to record my thanks to this 
fabulous team for keeping their nerve and not moving on to new pastures 
where there may be more security, for this continuity is what provides CDI with 
great stability.

Last but not least, I thank Sharon Seaborne who left in January 2017. I cannot 
quite	believe	she	is	no	longer	part	of	Outreach,	and	along	with	all	of	us	here,	I	
pass on huge thanks and gratitude for all that she has given to CDI during her 
time working with us. Good luck in your new adventure Sharon!

Kim Bennett 
Director
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“If we can secure longer term funding for our core service, I sincerely believe that we can bring greater social 
value to the borough by delivering training programmes and a larger commissioned services portfolio.”
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Since joining CDI at the end of last year I have been continually aware of the 
total commitment to understanding the needs of local children, young people 
and families. It is clear that the agency uses this focus to respond resourcefully 
and creatively to a diverse range of increasingly complex community needs.

I	would	like	to	see	us	continue	to	move	towards	promoting	the	benefits	of	a	
wraparound provision which brings together the practical with the profound, the 
voluntary	with	the	statutory	and	the	reality	of	life	with	the	reflective	approach.

We	need	to	continue	to	bring	together	our	different	teams	to	combine	their	
years of experience and skill sets, encourage their continuing personal and 
professional development journeys and be less afraid to speak out about the 
work we do. 

We	will	be	aiming	for	greater	visibility	through	new	enterprises	such	as	
promoting training events, having a greater presence on social media and the 
internet, and launching our psycho-educative Neuroscience and Innate Needs 
training.	We	will	continue	to	offer	high	quality	therapeutic	interventions,	
advising and advocating in a fast-changing environment and key-working and 
relationship-building in a variety of settings across the borough. 

Thank you for making me feel very welcome right from day one. It is a real 
privilege to have the opportunity to work alongside colleagues in such 
a highly motivated and credible agency. I will be endeavouring to help 
maintain and grow our services, ensuring that our work will continue to be 
both evidence and feedback-based so that we remain utterly responsive and 
respectful to the communities we serve.

Gordon Knott 
Deputy Director

deputy director’s report

“Since joining CDI at the end of last year I have been continually aware of the total  
commitment to understanding the needs of local children, young people and families.”
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“The five most common reasons for seeking help were anxiety,  
depression, family issues, low self-esteem and anger.”

counselling

From 1st April 2016 to 31st March 2017, 231 young people were supported 
through our counselling service. A total of 1814 sessions were offered and 
of these 1385 were attended. 265 sessions were cancelled and 164 were not 
attended	without	warning.	150	of	the	young	people	were	female,	79	were	
male and 2 did not specify gender.

The	five	most	common	reasons	for	seeking	help	were	anxiety,	depression,	
family Issues, low self-esteem and anger. There was an increase in the number 
of young people presenting with self-harm (2016-17: 17%, Q1 2017: 34%) and 
suicidal	thoughts	and	feelings	(2016-17:	15%,	Q1	2017:	49%).		

Total appointments: 1814

Attended 1385
Cancelled 265
No Show 164

Sex

Male	 79
Female 150
Gender neutral 2

IMPACT ASSESSMENT  // Female, 17

Goal:	To	be	more	confident	and	to	learn	 
how to deal with negativity in my life.

“I am now much more confident – I have learned  
to value myself and I can learn to love myself.”

279 150
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Open access

We	have	continued	to	operate	an	‘open	access’	provision.	This	means	
that we provide immediate assessments for counselling through our drop 
in service. Every effort is made to manage the waiting time for individual 
counselling to begin whilst prioritising those who are 18 and under. As 
stated in our report last year we have had to rethink our capacity to deliver 
to	over	19’s	due	to	the	fact	that	we	do	not	receive	any	direct	funding	for	this	
work. Although we will not turn away anyone that self-refers who is under 25 
we are having to proactively signpost to other organisations that do receive 
funding for this work.

At assessment young people are given different counselling options 
depending	on	the	kind	of	problems	they	present	with.	We	take	expressed	
needs into consideration and where possible we will accommodate those 
presenting with complex problems with a longer term of counselling which will 
be reviewed every six weeks.

Single Point of Access (SPA)

We	have	become	involved	in	a	pooled	referral	system	whereby	all	the	referrals	
that are received by Child Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) are 
being assessed according to levels of severity. Those referrals who do not 
meet Specialist CAMHS threshold will be offered a referral to one of two 
community counselling services in the borough. These are Croydon Drop In 
(CDI) and Off the Record (OTR). This new system started with a pilot with GPs 
in the Selsdon area, which has now been rolled out throughout the Borough. 

The referrals from the Single Point of Access started coming into the service 
in December 2016 and by the end of March 2017, a total of 30 had been 
received	via	this	route.	The	numbers	continued	to	grow	and	a	significant	
increase	has	been	recorded	in	the	next	financial	year,	a	total	of	39%	of	
referrals coming from the SPA/CAMHS.

Since the start of the collaborative approach of SPA we have referred two 
individuals back across for specialist CAMHS support. These pathways are 
being developed to make the process less stressful for the individual young 
person and where younger children are involved it has helped with the 
relationship with the parent.

Developments

The transformation agenda for CAMHS has continued and as an agency we 
have continued to be involved in the CYP IAPT training programme. This year 
one of our senior counsellors is on the Interpersonal Therapy for Adolescence 
(IPTA) course of training. This is a two year arrangement, involving one day a 
week attendance at University and two days of clinical practice. 

“We have continued to operate an ‘open access’ provision. This means that we  
provide immediate assessments for counselling through our drop in service.”
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“We are now offering up to 64 appointments throughout the week.”

As	Counselling	Manager,	I	undertook	a	qualification	for	CYP	IAPT	Supervision	
in 2012 and in February 2016 took up and completed the Post Graduate 
CYP IAPT Diploma in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT). Being linked into 
this national training curriculum helps us continue to offer a broad range of 
approaches to assist children and young people with mental health needs.

Due	to	some	reconfiguration	we	have	been	able	to	increase	our	daytime	
appointments and are now offering up to 64 appointments throughout the 
week. 

Counselling 

The broad themes addressed in counselling over a year continue to lie under 
the headings of depression, anxiety disorders plus related issues concerned 
with self-esteem, relationships, family problems, school and a plethora of 
mental health issues. Our impact data evidences that young people are 
presenting	with	a	whole	range	of	difficulties,	concerns	and	problems.	As	an	
agency that supports young people we are able to respond to the diversity of 
needs,	not	only	with	counselling	options,	but	also	with	our	Advice	&	Advocacy	
work, and can provide both frames of support at the same time and with a 
consistent	‘young	person	centred’	ethos.	

IMPACT ASSESSMENT  // Male, 14

Goal: To get over my eating problem and  
worrying thoughts.

“It made me realise that thoughts are not always  
true and it won’t go away unless I try. I have  
started to eat more normally now.”

IMPACT ASSESSMENT  // Female, 14

Goal: I want help with my anger and self-harm.

“I have a better relationship with both my parents  
now. I have stopped harming myself and I can  
control my anger if I want to.”
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A view from a counsellor

“...he said that he started to feel comfortable when  
he realised that ‘you weren’t going to judge me’.”

My relationship with Mark started in the first week of May 16 and  
lasted until the first week of April 17. Mark is a young gay black male. He 
entered foster care when he was aged 6 and ended when he was 16 when 

his carers found out he was gay. Rejection at this stage of his life was 
very difficult to cope with, especially as he had thought this would be his 

family for life. This loss was made worse by the fact that he had also been 
estranged from other members of his birth family, due to his sexuality.

When Mark began his counselling sessions with me he was a little 
apprehensive about disclosing his sexual orientation because as a black 

male he assumed that I would reject him also. In time Mark opened up and 
shared the pain he had suffered during his previous relationship, which had 

lasted for nearly 5 years and which was very emotionally abusive.
In the first few sessions Mark presented as apprehensive  

and very low in confidence and self-esteem. However as the sessions 
progressed it was quite noticeable that his confidence was growing as he 
shared his past, painful experiences while pointing out where he felt he had 

gone wrong during his last relationship. Further down the line it became 
clear that Mark had come to terms with his past and the mistakes he felt 

he had made. A new Mark then emerged, as he assertively expressed what 
he wanted his life to be like for the future. He then began to build bridges 
with his family, and eventually salvaged his broken relationship with his 

father to the extent that they began meeting up on a regular basis. By this 
time he had also been in constant touch with his two sisters.

During our ending session Mark was full of gratitude for the help  
I had given him and while accepting that gracefully I was able to make 

him aware that he too deserved much credit for the bravery, honesty and 
trust he had invested in our counselling relationship. In response, he said 

that he started to feel comfortable when he realised that  
‘you weren’t going to judge me’.
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“I have become more confident and I believe in myself now.”

Recruitment and the counselling team 

In total we recruited seven new volunteer counsellors to the team over 
the year, a slightly higher number of new members but still a relatively low 
turnover of staff given the number of student trainees we support. 

We	said	thank	you,	goodbye	or	au	revoir	to	three	individuals	within	this	12	
month period. The counselling team is a healthy mix of volunteers, trainees 
completing their courses and paid staff. All receive regular in-house individual 
and group supervision and all have opportunities for continuing professional 
and personal development (CPPD).

We	have	a	broad	diversity	within	the	counselling	team	relating	to	age,	gender,	
ethnicity	and	sexual	orientation.	This	diversity	goes	some	way	in	reflecting	the	
composition of the community that we aim to support, this is something we 
value highly in being able to offer young people the opportunity to express a 
preference regarding to choice of counsellor.

What helped?

“It helped me with my  
obsessive compulsive disorder  

(OCD) and the habits. I reduced 
washing my hands and I know how  

to deal with my anxiety better.”
// Female, 13

“The counsellor tried to  
understand my situations that I  

have been through and the things  
I am going through now.”

// Male, 17

“I am not thinking  
about the problem anymore  

and I can get to sleep  
much quicker now.”

// Female, 13

“The counsellor  
was understanding and  

non–judgemental. The meditation 
exercise was helpful, this experience 

of counselling was better than  
the last one.”

// Female, 18

“It helped to be  
able to talk about things as it  
stopped it staying in my head.”

// Female, 17

“It helped me  
regain confidence and give  

voice to my opinion.”
// Female, 16

“I have become  
more confident and I  

believe in myself now.”
// Male, 16



“Talking about the  
situation because it took me  

up until week 5 to talk  
about it in detail.”
// Female, 14
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“I have learned to be more aware of myself and to take time and  
focus on the positives instead of negatives in every situation.”

What was difficult?

What has changed?

An observation from the statistics

It is interesting to see there has been an increase in presentations of anger 
at CDI. In fact, anger has pipped depression, low self-esteem and family 
relationships to the top spot. It is worth considering if this is an indication 
of some changes occurring with young people in the local community or 
society as a whole. I suspect there is a degree of both at play. It would be very 
interesting	and	helpful	to	hear	the	voice(s)	of	young	people	on	this	question.	
Anger is slightly less apparent in the schools data where presentations of 
anxiety are highest, closely followed by family issues and low self- esteem. 
Again it would be interesting to hear from young people what might be 
considered to be the main reason for anxiety being on the increase in schools.

“I sometimes found it hard to talk 
about certain memories that I hadn’t 
spoken about before or other things I 
didn’t understand or want to face.”

// Female, 18

“I don’t worry  
about my family’s  
safety anymore.”
// Female, 14

“I have become  
a happier person.”

// Male, 16

“I learned in much  
clearer ways how I am feeling and 

coping and what I am thinking when 
something bad happens and how to 

try and deal with it in ways that  
I am comfortable with.”

// Female, 18

“I deserve respect,  
I am valuable, I have a voice,  

I know my self-worth, I am not alone. 
I cannot thank everyone here enough 

– I am so, so grateful.”
// Female, 17

“I have learned to be more  
aware of myself and to take time  
and focus on the positives instead  
of negatives in every situation.”

// Male, 14

“I have learned that  
I can manage problems instead of 

giving in. I can rate the problem and 
that helps me deal with it.”

// Female, 13

“Trying to stop the  
habits and fighting the worries  

and doing the homework.”
// Female, 13
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“I have learned that I can manage problems instead of giving in.  
I can rate the problem and that helps me deal with it.”

Main issues 
Anger 40%
Low Mood/Depression  37%
Self Esteem  37%
Family Issues  36%
Anxiety  34%
General Mental Health Issues  18%
Self-harm  17%
Bereavement/Loss  15%
Suicidal Ideation  15%
Sexual Abuse  11%
Panic	Attack		 9%
Eating	Related		 9%
Drugs/Alcohol  8%
School Related  7%
Young Carer  6%
Peer Relationships  6%
Bullying  2%
Isolation  2%
Sleep  1%
Physical Abuse  1%
Identity  1%
Addiction  1%
Forced Marriage  1%
Addiction  1%
Discrimination  1%
Physical Health  1%

Ethnicity
White	British		 39.25%
Black Caribbean  12.5%
White	Other		 8.5%
Mixed	W&BC		 7.5%
Black British  6.75%
Black African  6%
Mixed Other  4.75%
Asian Other  3.25%
Black Other  2.25%
Mixed	W&Asian		 2%
Mixed	W&BA		 1.75%
Asian Indian  1.5%
Asian Pakistani  1%
White	Irish		 0.5%

Not Stated  2.5%
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“I am forever grateful to the support and heart it showed me many years ago.”

//  Charlie Allen

I wanted to help Croydon Drop In because I am forever grateful to the 
support and heart it showed me many years ago. I’m not sporty and I’m 

not going to eat ridiculous things. But I am creative and I know that seeing 
art, raw like the way I created it would push reactions and charge emotions. 
After all, everyone experiences some kind of Mental Health issue in their 
lives and we need to continue to give people the courage, and capacity to 
seek the help they need. Mental Health is not something to be ashamed of, 

it’s as common as a cold but we as a society choose to segregate it into the 
undesirable column. We all need to take active steps to repeal this stigma.
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“...everyone experiences some kind of mental health issue in their lives and we need  
to continue to give people the courage, and capacity to seek the help they need.”

//  A	young	person	finishing	with	their	 
CDI counsellor, November 2016

I went back to counselling because I was at the time very anxious. Problems 
present themselves to everyone in everyday life but the thing that I struggled 
with the most was that when a problem arose or a situation happened that I 
disliked, I didn’t know how to deal with it. This would then trigger one of my 

bad habits and I just didn’t know how to get out of the habits.
I always used to feel like it would never get better, even if I was really 

happy. I felt like I was just waiting until things got bad again. But I learned 
from counselling how to deal with it; coping without falling into a habit.
I also learned how to make situations better – like talking to the person 

and being honest with them – and knowing that sometimes it is okay to be 
selfish and that I deserved to be happy!

Before being in counselling I needed to believe it was okay but through this 
process I now know it’s going to be okay. Maybe that’s why it feels like a 

natural end.

Thanks to the team

As ever I wish to offer heartfelt thanks to the volunteer and paid counselling 
team as a whole for their continued hard work, dedication and commitment in 
supporting and empowering young people.

I would like to thank our external supervisors who provide excellent group 
supervision which helps to ensure that our counselling provision remains at 
its	best	and	is	quality	assured.	This	resource	ensures	that	the	counsellors	are	
supported,	affirmed,	challenged	and	continue	to	develop	both	professionally	
and personally. 

Rhona Kenny 
Counselling Manager



Counselling In Schools

Who?

From 1st April 2016 – 31st March 2017, 256 children and young people were 
individually supported through our counselling services on site at Primary, 
Secondary	and	Special	Schools.	A	total	of	1948	sessions	were	offered	(up	
64%	on	last	year)	and	of	these,	1579	sessions	were	attended	by	50%	female	
and 50% male pupils. 37% of the children were seen by our counsellors in 
Primary	Schools	and	63%	were	seen	in	Secondary	Schools	while	59%	of	all	the	
children	we	saw	were	from	non-White	British	backgrounds.	

We	also	provided	group	work,	parent-carer	support	and	reflective	supervision	
for school staff.

Where? 

We	have	been	working	in	partnership	with	David	Livingstone	Primary	
School, Gonville Primary School, Park Hill Infant School, St. Nicholas School, 
Harris City Academy Crystal Palace, Harris Invictus Academy, Riddlesdown 
Collegiate,	St.	Mary’s	Catholic	High	School,	and	Wallington	County	Grammar	
School.
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commissioned services

“I always used to feel like it would never get better ... but I learned from  
counselling how to deal with it – coping without falling into a habit.”

Sessions offered	 1948

Attended 81%
Cancelled	 9%
No Show 10%

Sex

Male 128
Female 128
Gender neutral 0

0128 128
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“Indisputable evidence show that 3 in 10 young people are at risk of developing a  
serious mental health issue in later life if not helped and supported at an early stage.”

Why we do what we do

Indisputable evidence shows that 3 in 10 young people are at risk of 
developing a serious mental health issue in later life if not helped and 
supported at an early stage. The most common reasons for seeking 
counselling this year in schools were Anxiety, Self-Esteem, Anger, Low Mood/
Depression and Family Issues. Other issues that our counsellors worked 
with over the year included Peer Relationships, Suicidal Ideation, Self-Harm, 
Bullying, Identity, Effects of Social Media and Eating Related behaviour.

Children and Young People who seek counselling in schools tell us they 
appreciate having a safe, weekly space to come and talk through some of the 
difficult	things	with	which	they	are	dealing,	with	a	trained	counsellor	who	is	
independent from the school.

It is key that school counsellors integrate into the setting and develop 
networks	and	relationships	in	the	community.	We	play	an	important	role	in	
working	with	Safeguarding	&	Child	Protection	issues	and	we	have	a	good	
relationship with Child Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) whom we 
access for consultation and referral advice.

Outcomes

The tangible tools we use to assess our impact are all paired outcomes which 
allows us to record details at the beginning and at the end of counselling 
and therefore illustrates what changes have or haven’t occurred during the 
work. In schools the main child-friendly tools we use are Session Rating Scale, 
Outcome	Rating	Scale,	Revised	Child	Anxiety	&	Depression	Scale	and	with	
teaching	staff	and	parent/carers	we	use	Strengths	&	Difficulties	questionnaires.	
We	are	currently	introducing	YPCORE	when	working	with	the	10-25	year	olds	
and	this	will	significantly	supplement	the	existing	quantitative	analysis	of	our	
work.

We	also	collect	a	substantial	amount	of	qualitative	feedback	from	children	
and young people which gives us a considerable insight into how they 
experienced	their	counselling,	allowing	us	to	respond	quickly	and	
appropriately to their responses.
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Main presenting issues:

Anxiety 47%
Family Issues 33%
Self Esteem 31%
Anger 26%
Low Mood/Depression 23%
Peer Relationships 18%
School Related 17%
Self-Harm 7%
Suicidal Ideation 5%
Eating Related  5%
Bullying  5%
Isolated  5%
Bereavement/Loss  4%
Panic Attacks  4%
Looked After Child  3%
Sexual Abuse  3%
Trauma  3%
Drug/Alcohol Use  3%
Transition  2%
Identity  2%
Age Dispute  2%
Sleep  1%
Young Carer  1%
SEN  1%
Physical Health  1%
Sexual Exploitation  1%

Ethnicity:

White	British	 34%
Black Caribbean 10.25%
Mixed Other 6%
Mixed	W&BC	 5.75%
Black African 5%
Black British 4.5%
Other 2.75%
Asian Other 2.5%
Asian Indian 1.75%
Black Other 1.75%
Asian Sri Lankan 1.75%
Asian Pakistani 1%
Mixed	W&Asian	 1%
Asian Bangladeshi 0.75%
Mixed	W&BA	 0.75%
Chinese 0.5%

Not Stated 18%

“Children and Young People who seek counselling in schools tell us they appreciate having a safe, 
weekly space to come and talk through some of the difficult things with which they are dealing.”
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A letter of thanks to a  
Schools Counsellor

“He will miss your sessions but he has achieved so much with your support.”
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“All I can say is it makes our life easy and I say  
thank you so much to my key worker and therapist.”

CBSPIP

Croydon Best Start Parent Infant Partnership

In last year’s CDI annual report there was a brief mention of CBSPIP and 
PIP UK, this year we are delighted to provide a report on this innovative 
management	model	which	provides	a	positive	reflection	of	three	key	partners	
working collectively for the good of the families it engages with.

The key task for this three year pilot is to work together collectively, not 
just with key partners but across the broader landscape which incorporates 
Health Visitors, Perinatal Mental Health Team, Midwives, Best Start Senior 
Practitioners,	Social	Workers,	early	intervention	teams,	CDI’s	A&A	Officer	and	
other voluntary sector partners. 

In the coming year we will link the relevant CDI and Local Authority (Best Start) 
websites to the PIP UK site and will launch our own Croydon based publicity. 

The ethos of PIP is to utilise a strengths based model that aims to build 
positively	on	the	relationship	between	baby	and	the	prime	caregiver.	To	find	
out more about CBSPIP, we would encourage you to visit www.pipuk.org.uk 
and in particular to read the articles on the First 1001 Critical days.  
The key objective is to focus on the relationship between the  
parent and child which ranges from pregnancy to 24 months.

At the time of producing this report the team was represented by:

•  Karen Lacey, Operational Lead, CDI
•  Yvonne Osafo, Clinical Lead, CDI
• Anna Godfrey, Therapist
•  Keyworkers:	Amiee	Mills,	Charlotte	Radford	&	Eleanor	(Elly)	Heavens
•  Dr Katia Cleia, Volunteer Trainee Therapist

The purpose for listing the full team here is that as a merged management 
model, the Therapist and Keyworkers are employed by the Local Authority 
whereas the Operational and Clinical Lead are managed by CDI, the third 
sector partner. After one year of operation whilst this has occasionally posed 
logistical problems it has also really helped both with a shared culture of 
understanding and in bonding the team.

At the time of producing the report we are expecting to recruit two further 
part	time	therapists	and	a	Business	Manager.	We	are	also	very	excited	about	
finalising	the	arrangements	for	our	own	premises,	The	PIP	House,	where	we	
can offer a holistic service to parents and babies.

//   Yvonne 
Osafo

//   Karen 
Lacey
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To date we have worked with 33 families who come from diverse backgrounds 
and have a variety of complex needs. The majority of parents who evaluated 
the service felt that their child had improved a lot and told us:

It has been valuable working as part of the wider Best Start team as it has 
created partnerships and this has had a positive impact on the families. It 
has also been a resource for sharing skills and knowledge across the teams. 
Although setting up a new service has had its challenges, it has also already 
had many rewards and we all look forward to updating you on our continued 
achievements next year.

CASE STUDY  // Mother, Child Y aged 2, Baby M aged 7 months

Presenting Information: Having received a referral from a Best Start key 
worker, the PIP keyworker took over in January as the Mother had been 
reported as having depression, anxiety and low mood, possibly linked to her 
baby’s club foot. The family were spending a lot of time indoors in their small 
one	bedroom	flat.

Current Situation: Mother currently suffers with heart problems as well as other 
physical problems with her back and legs. She is going to need an operation 
but would like to put it off until her husband joins her in the UK so he can help 
look after the children. 

Child Y was in foster care following the birth of his baby sister M when Mother 
had heart complications and Baby M was in SCUBU. Having been fostered 
once already Child Y is very anxious about his mother and likes to be near her 
at all times which makes Mother anxious in case he goes into foster care again. 
There are times when it feels like Baby M is not held in mind, particularly as 
Child Y is demanding and challenging at times. The PIP Keyworker supported 
this family in securing 2 year old funding so that Child Y can socialise, play and 
communicate with children his own age and also to allow the Mother to have 
some 1-1 time with Baby M. 

PIP team will continue to support this mother until she is ready to manage 
on her own; the key worker will support the mother with contacting other 
professionals	as	required.

“So much help for me to keep going with my day to day life and with my children. PIP has  
been so great. I now know so many places to go and to meet mums and make new friends.”

“So much help for me to  
keep going with my day to day life and 

with my children. PIP has been so 
great, I now know so many places to 
go and to meet mums and make new 

friends.”

“All I can say is  
it makes our life easy and I say  
thank you so much to my key  

worker and therapist.”
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“Everything’s falling into place now and I’m only waiting  
for the tax credits. Thank you so much for all the help.”

This year has seen a marked increase in the complexity of cases being 
presented by young people and parents with young children. A total of 63 
young people used the service, represented by 42 female and 21 male, with 
BMER communities represented by 67.26% of those using the service.

These	complex	situations	make	it	difficult	for	those	involved	to	see	a	way	
of coping and often their emotional wellbeing is badly affected by the 
issues	they	are	experiencing.	Difficulties	in	accessing	systems	and	trying	to	
navigate	around	new	processes	in	the	Department	of	Welfare	and	Pensions	or	
Education have caused a great deal of anxiety for many clients. 

An	example	of	this	would	be	the	system	changes	to	Housing	and	Benefits	and	
the complete transition by Croydon to Universal Credit.

Parents accessing A&A

This year has seen an increase in the number of parent/carers accessing 
Advice	&	Advocacy,	which	absorbed	part	of	the	Family	Navigator	role.	This	
dimension of the service has more than doubled from last year’s statistics: the 
TALKBUS, Counselling at Church Street and the Schools Counselling Team 
are	all	pathways	into	A&A,	and	in	term	time	these	services	too	have	seen	an	
increase in take up. In particular our Schools Counselling Team working in 
primary schools often comes into contact with families who are in need of help 
and	it	is	really	effective	for	the	counsellor	to	flag	A&A	up	as	a	resource.	

Issues presented predominantly involved housing where, for example, the 
family/young person would be housed in temporary accommodation, or 
where there is an issue with private landlords. Tenants are not receiving any 
support, and as a result are falling into debt becoming very vulnerable to risk 
of eviction as a result.

This	year,	in	particular,	has	been	especially	difficult	for	people	with	housing	
problems. Some families have been relocated to the borough of Croydon as 
a place of safety due to serious issues with domestic violence. Relocation to 
Croydon	comes	with	its	own	set	of	difficulties;	it	is	often	miles	from	familiar	
surroundings or support networks such as friends and family. 

advice and advocacy
//   Jacqui	 

Henry
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“If I hadn’t met you this wouldn’t be possible. I thank you greatly.”

CASE STUDY  // Mother and daughter, aged 3

Referral: Croydon Disability Team

Issue:	Income	Support	Benefit

Outcome:	Mother	signposted	to	A&A	by	Croydon	Disability	Team	for	
help	with	her	benefits;	she	is	in	rent	arrears	and	needed	to	apply	for	
Tax Credits. She has a three year old daughter who has a disability.

She had been having problems with Job Centre Plus in getting an 
outcome from her application and during this time she received a 
letter from her landlord stating that due to her arrears she was going 
to be evicted. She was very distressed and did not know which way to 
turn. Croydon Disability had previously worked in partnership with CDI 
and	thought	that	the	A&A	worker	could	support	this	mother.	The	A&A	
worker initially tried to make phone contact with the Jobcentre Plus 
(JCP), but this proved impossible. 

The next day she arranged to meet with the mum at JCP to speak to 
an advisor face to face about her application. At this meeting Mum was 
informed that the application had been received but the processing 
had been halted due to their not being able to get in contact. There 
was no real explanation as to why this had happened.

The	A&A	worker	explained	to	a	staff	member	at	JCP	that	this	mother,	
who has a child with a disability, was now at serious risk of eviction. 
On taking on board the implications for the mother the JCP agreed 
to	‘fast	track’	the	application.	Both	were	informed	there	and	then	that	
the application had been initially approved and that she would receive 
notification	within	7-10	days.

Impact:	The	mother	was	contacted	by	the	A&A	for	an	update	and	her	
responses were as follows:

“Hi Jacqui, Everything’s falling into place now and I’m only waiting for the 
tax credits. Thank you so much for all the help”. 
“I’m pleased to inform you that housing benefit has paid almost all my 
arrears off now all thanks to you!”
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“I’m pleased to inform you that housing benefit has  
paid almost all my arrears off now all thanks to you.”

CASE STUDY  // Single parent of young female, aged 14

Referral: Mum (self-referral)

Issue: Parent wanted help and guidance regarding her daughter’s school 
who were concerned about the young girl’s behaviour. She was not 
concentrating,	disrupting	other	pupils	and	basically	being	the	class	‘clown’.	

Parent had already attended one meeting with the school but she felt that 
she needed additional support for any further meetings. Her daughter was 
attending CDI for counselling and it was during this time that the mother 
picked	up	a	CDI	Advice	&	Advocacy	leaflet.	She	approached	the	A&A	
worker who picked up with the support. 

A&A	attended	a	meeting	between	parent,	head	of	year,	the	form	tutor	
and the head teacher. Reports were provided about the child’s behaviour 
by several tutors. The school wanted to prepare for a managed move to 
another school. The parent was distressed by the reports and stated that 
she felt her daughter was being singled out. 

I made a proposal to formulate an “incentives contract” between the 
school and the pupil. This was agreed by all parties.

Outcome: The contract was drafted by the Head Teacher and was passed 
to the young person to take home and review with her mum. This was 
accepted	by	the	mother	and	the	young	person.	The	A&A	worker	felt	it	
was a reasonable contract and it was signed and agreed to. As a result the 
young girl has remained in school. She has remained in counselling and has 
taken ownership of her behaviour.

Impact – It was a relief that the school’s thinking around the issues had 
changed and in turn this had offered the young person an opportunity to 
engage in actions that would have a more favourable outcome for her.

Impact: The Mother was relieved of some of the stress she had been 
experiencing around her daughter’s potential move to another school.

School Environment

During the year there has been an increase in school issues: parent/carers 
have	asked	for	help	regarding	behaviour,	bullying	and	organising	a	‘managed	
move’ of a pupil. One case in particular involved this threat but it was avoided 
through	the	use	of	a	‘contract’	which	provided	rewards	to	the	young	person	
around the displayed behaviour. It would be safe to say that for the school this 
was a last resort before putting in place a managed move to another school. 
The case study below illustrates this. 
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“Tesco offered to apply for a community programme which gave  
the parent up to £200 in goods or food from the store.”

Local community networking – a positive intervention:

A mum and two children were placed in an empty Local Authority 
accommodation having escaped from Domestic Violence. Mum asked for 
advice	from	her	child’s	school	counsellor	who	was	able	to	refer	her	to	A&A	for	
support. The mum was not aware of any services in the area and was without 
any	source	of	income	while	she	waited	for	benefits	to	be	sorted	out.	Having	
been	in	contact	with	A&A	and	learning	of	the	possibilities	regarding	furnishing	
her home it just seemed to her that miracles do happen, even in Croydon.

This case study is illustrated overleaf. However, the point I would like to make 
is that it was wonderful to connect with other local community agencies and 
pull together to provide full and practical help to this family in their hour of 
need. It has to be said the family were extremely grateful for the goods they 
received, which came from Tesco Direct, Croydon Disability Team and the 
Salvation Army at New Addington, who helped to provide furniture for this 
family home. Needless to say, this parent was extremely grateful to all those 
involved for helping to make her home a happy one.

Feedback for A&A service

“Hi Jacqui, sorry for the  
late message. However, after my appointment  

today at FJC I had a 2pm appointment with council. In 
the end they gave me emergency accommodation. I’m 

currently in Bromley. After a long day I’m finally settled. 
Will find time to call you tomorrow. If I hadn’t met you 

this wouldn’t be possible. I thank you greatly.”  
// Female, young and pregnant

“Jacqui was very good to me  
with my presenting problem – my son. She worked  

very hard with me to get justice from his school. Jacqui 
encouraged me as a parent on how to be a support to my son as 
well. The situation with the school that Jacqui helped me with has 
now been resolved and I’m getting the help I needed for him. When 

they would not even listen to me, Jacqui took time to teach me 
how to email and to always have a paper trail and at the end of 

the day Jacqui helped me to educate myself. I got a lot from  
the interactions and meetings with Jacqui for which  
I will always be grateful and plan to keep contact  

on a regular basis. Thank you.”

“I’ve got an interview  
for next Wednesday with Coulsdon College.  

Thanks to you and (CDI outreach worker) for  
getting me this, I really appreciate it and your  

help and support. It means a lot.”  
// Male, 16
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“Jacqui encouraged me as a parent on how to be a support to my son as well.”

CASE STUDY  // Parent with two children, aged 6 and 13 months

Referral: CDI Schools Counsellor at local primary school

Background: The family were relocated to Borough central and placed in 
temporary accommodation after they had experienced domestic violence. The 
Parent and her two children have been staying in a number of hostels over an 
18 month period and had lost all their possessions. Unfortunately the Parent did 
not have any funds to purchase furniture, which was a presenting need for the 
family. She had been signposted to CDI via our schools counsellor who had been 
supporting her young child through the schools counselling provision. Colleagues 
at Disability Croydon were contacted and they immediately sent out a plea to 
associates for help to get some furniture for this family.

Outcomes: A fantastic response was had eg. Tesco offered to apply for a 
community programme which gave the parent up to £200 in goods or food 
from the store. 

A number of furniture goods were applied for and delivered to Drop In for the 
Parent to arrange the pick-up.

In addition, an Age UK contact advised of a house clearing which offered the 
white goods the family particularly needed. Arrangements were made for the 
Parent to view and organise collection. 

Another offer came through to CDI from the PIP team who provided a contact 
for the Salvation Army who when contacted were able to locate furniture for the 
Parent. Both parties are now in contact arranging a viewing whilst liaising on 
further services the family can tap into, for example, the Food Bank.
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“I had a 2pm appointment with the council. In the end they gave me emergency  
accommodation. I’m currently in Bromley. After a long day I’m finally settled.”

Total appointments 565

Attended 234
Cancelled 8
No Show 8 
Casework 315

Sex

Male 21  
Female 42

Age

13-15 2
16-19	 18
20-25 17
Over 25 1
Parent 24
Professional 1
Unknown 0

Ethnicity

Black African 4
Black Caribbean 16
Black British 4
Black (Other) 1
Pakistani 2
Asian (Other) 8
White	British	 21
White	(Other)	 4
Unknown 3

Disability

None 23
Mental Health 6
Physical Disability 3
Learning Disability 6
Unknown 25

021 42
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“I love the encouragement I received from Jacqui.  
She is very helpful and never let me give up on anything.”

What	action	will	you	 
take / have you taken  
as a result of the advice  
you received?

What	has	been	the	biggest	change	 
for you as a result of our advice?

Was	there	anything	you	
particularly liked about 
the service you received?

Employment status

Unemployed	 29
Employed 10
School 6
College/University 4
Youth Training 3
Unknown 7
Employed part-time 4

Heard about us via

Friend 4
Walking	by	 5
Relative 1
College/School/Youth  3
Been	before	 9
Talkbus 6
Other professional 24
Other  3
School counselling 1
Website/emails/facebook	 6
Parent/Carer 1

“Keep tag of  
everything regarding my 
benefits and finances.”

“A lot has changed  
and I have been able to get my 
finances in place. I was able to 

get all my benefits.”

“I love the encouragement  
I received from Jacqui. She is 
very helpful and never let me  

give up on anything.”
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“A lot has changed and I have been able to get my  
finances in place. I was able to get all my benefits.”

Main areas of concern

Abuse (Physical) 3
Abuse (Sexual) 1
Alcohol 1
Anger Management 5
Anxiety 10
Benefits	 13
Bereavement 1
Bullying 4
Cannabis 2
Careers / Edu / Training 11
Criminal Activity 1
Cultural Issues 1
Debt 5
Depression 7
Disability 4
Discrimination 2
Domestic Violence 3
Drugs (Specify) 1
Emotional Abuse 5
Employment 5
Family	 19
Friends 5
Healthy Living 2
HIV/Aids 1
Homelessness 7
Housing 28
Housing	Benefit	 4
Housing Costs 2
Housing Debt 5
IAG 3
Immigration 5
Income Support 3
Isolation 2
JSA 26 1
Learning	Difficulties	 4
Legal 6
Loneliness 1
Mental Health 5
Mother  1
Panic Attacks 2
Parental Separation 1
Partner 2
Personal Safety 1
Pregnancy 2
Relationships 5
School 10
School Exclusion 4
Self Esteem 1
Smoking 1
Stress 3
Suicidal Feelings 1
Threatened Homelessness 10
Trauma 1
Unemployment 1
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“This year our main concerns are the increase in anxiety, stress, bullying  
and self-harming amongst those coming to visit our outreach provisions.”

The outreach service has reached all corners of Croydon offering support 
and	guidance	to	Croydon	young	people	and	families.	We	know	and	
understand the importance of working together providing visibility within the 
community and highlighting the support services, clubs, activities, events and 
opportunities that Croydon provides. This year our main concerns are the 
increase in anxiety, stress, bullying and self-harming amongst those coming to 
visit our Outreach provisions. Croydon Drop In (CDI) as a wrap round service 
enables the outreach service to sign post young people directly into our 
counselling and advocacy services. Young people know they can access us 6 
days a week without appointment either through the Talkbus or our drop in 
service	at	CDI	providing	a	confidential	and	safe	haven.	

As service providers, we work in collaboration with voluntary and statutory 
settings, such as schools and colleges, to ensure that no Child is Left Behind. 

Outreach Team Statement

“To provide a point of contact with young people in their communities, 
especially those who are disadvantaged, offering an opportunity to 
discuss matters of importance to them at that moment in time. This 
will be in response to the young people identifying their own needs.”

Croydon Council  //  The Opportunities and Fairness Commission and 
Ambitious for Croydon report informed the criteria for the Community Fund. 
Five Golden Thread elements Promoting Volunteering; Grass roots responses; 
Asset	Based	Methodology;	Partnership	Working;	Advancing	Equality,	all	
of which are in harmony with the CDI ethos. From the Community Fund, 
Croydon Council awarded CDI a contract for 4 Talkbus sessions per week for 
3 years. 

The main themes that we support through the Outreach Services are:

•  Theme 3: Supporting residents towards better times.
•  Theme 4: Leaving No Child Behind

Children In Need  //  was	the	third	and	final	year	of	our	programme	delivery	of	
two weekly sessions borough wide in community venues and youth settings. 
In	16/17	we	supported	young	people	with	Learning	Difficulties	and	Disabilities	
(LDD) within their school and youth clubs, building strong and supportive 

outreach //  Angela Ben-Arie



relationships. As a result of these interventions these young people have told 
us	they	are	now	feeling	confident	to	access	services	in	their	community.	

Public Health  //  one of our long standing contracts continued to fund 
two weekly sessions in the north of the borough and central Croydon, one 
that has been a pivotal session for CDI, young people and commissioners. 
Through this contract we are able to support the C-Card Scheme providing 
essential informal and education with particular reference to sexual health and 
relationships and healthy living. 

The Jack Petchey Fund  //  has supported 24 young people to develop skills 
in youth and community and community engagement. As a forward pathway, 
when the young people concluded their JP training they went on to join the 
Young People’s Team (YPT), and then following further training, supported the 
Talkbus delivery and events. These young people were also part of our annual 
volunteer counsellor recruitment process and they even found time to arrange 
a community fun day and two fund raising events

‘Changing Sport, Changing Lives’ 
Examples of the journeys taken by young people
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“I learnt that you don’t always have to suffer in silence.”

Ashleigh completed  
the CSCL course joined us for two  

weeks for work experience. During her 
time with us she designed a power point 
presentation for the summer campaign, 

organised the campaign folders and 
designed	wonderful	flyers	for	the	summer	
events.	We	are	so	lucky	she	will	continue	

with us as part of The Voice YPT. 

Emily Duignan found  
permanent employment with 
Turning	Point	as	a	Key	Worker	

and continues to volunteer 
with outreach supporting the 

facilitation of the YPT.

Jadah, Ashleigh  
and Robert are  

furthering their skills 
studying the NVQ 2.

Robert completed  
the CSCL training is now 
volunteering	in	the	Office	
supporting administration 
and the Thursday talkbus 

session. 

Five Young  
people completed the 
CSCL training and are  
now volunteering with  

TBCC.

McKay-Anne,  
Jadah, Ashleigh  

volunteering with  
the YPT.
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“Today’s lesson made me feel more confident about life because  
I have always felt lonely even with my friends around me.”

Young People’s Team, their work and support this year

McKay-Anne, Jadah, Ashleigh, Paige, Kainatt, Sharna (student placement), 
and Megan:

•  Supported Onside Youth Participation Group
•  Supported recruitment for CDI Volunteer Counsellors and the Deputy Director
•  Presented young people’s testimonies at the AGM, 
•  Attended a number of training events
•  Were	involved	in	a	photo	shoot	for	the	new	Youth	Access	Website
•  Developed and supported young people’s events, The Big Lunch, 

International Youth Day, Razza Roller Disco to have fun and consulting 
young people living in New Addington on their views of health and 
wellbeing	as	funded	through	Croydon	Health	Watch.	

•  Supported a consultation on Access to Mental Health services with AYPH. 
Young	People	via	the	Talkbus	service	and	their	own	schools.	These	findings	
supported	the	final	report	by	AYPH	launched	at	The	House	of	Lords.	The	
YPT were invited and acknowledged for their good work by the Baroness 
Doreen Massey and other speakers. 
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“I’ve learnt I don’t need to be scared to go to high school  
because as long as I tell someone if I’m upset it will help.”

Relief In Need (RIN)  //  funded the transition work within  
schools through TALKBUS and workshop programmes: 

•  Anti-Bullying	and	Resolving	Conflict
•  Responsibility and Control
•  Making Safe Choices

Transition session feedback from young

//   Paige and Kai at  
the House of Lords

“Today’s lesson made me  
feel more confident about life because 
I have always felt lonely even with my 

friends around me. I would definitely like to 
experience talking to someone.”

// Female, 11 
Rated: Very good

“I thought this was  
really good session and I’ve learnt  

that I don’t need to be scared to go to  
high school because as long as I tell 

someone if I’m upset it will help.”
// Female, 11 

Rated: Very good

“I learnt that you don’t  
always have to suffer in silence.”

// Female, 11 
Rated: Very good

“I learnt about  
the consequences  
of your actions.”

// Rated: Excellent
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“We thank Sharon for all her hard work in coordinating  
the outreach work programme, especially Talkbus.”

//   “Well	done	team!”

CDI celebrated the launch of the new Talkbus branding on the 6th October 
2016	in	central	Croydon	with	colour	and	flare	to	ensure	Tallulah	talkbus	was	
given	a	royal	launch.	We	dressed	loud	and	joined	in	with	Global	Make	Some	
Noise for local charities.

In January we said goodbye to our outreach coordinator Sharon Seaborne 
after	12	years.	We	thank	her	so	much	for	all	she	has	given	to	the	team,	
the young people of Croydon and the wider community. Her skills and 
professionalism are immeasurable and something for us all to aspire to.  
We	thank	Sharon	for	all	her	hard	work	in	coordinating	the	outreach	work	
programme especially Talkbus.

//  Parent of a young person who joined the Young People’s Team

I just so need to take the time out to let you know how much  
we appreciate all the help , support and advice that you’ve been giving us 

as a family but most of all is the great changes we see  in our daughter and 
that’s all down to you and the help from your team, We need a million more 
you in this world, I wish every teenager in Croydon  could get the chance to 
be guided by you , YOU ARE A BIG PART OF OUR LIFE , We adore you . 

Keep doing the GREAT things you are doing for our young people,  
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
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“I like having a space, I like coming here... good to talk =).”

Young people’s thoughts

//   A few of our team at 
the Safety Road Show 
in	the	Whitgift	Centre,	
a council initiative to 
raise awareness of 
support services

//   Our new Talkbus

“Today I feel  
like it opened  
my mind!”

“Learnt a  
lot and we had  
a good chat.”

“It was  
very helpful.”

“Had a good  
talk and learnt  

quite a lot.”

“I like  
having a space, I like 
coming here... good to 

talk! =)”

“I want you to be  
here again because  

I like you! =)”
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“Keep doing the great things you are doing for our young people.”

Total sessions 525

Completed sessions 515
Cancelled sessions 10

Sex

Male 6461 
Female 4513

Age

Under 13 3710
13 - 15 4758
16	-	19	 928
20	-	25	 194
Over  158
Parents	 295
Professionals 588
Age Unknown 343

Ethnicity

Black African 244
Black Caribbean 201
Black British 2014
Black other 218
Mixed		 985
Indian 112
Pakistani 31
Bangladeshi 20
Asian  710
Chinese 63
White	British	 3301
White	Irish	 104
White		 436
Other	 198
Unknown  2337

06461 4513
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“I wish every teenager in Croydon could get the chance to be guided by you.”

Postcode
CR0 1573
CR2 104
CR3 31
CR4 13
CR5 208
CR6 13
CR7 133
CR8	 69
CR9	 3
SE19	 15
SE25	 119
Out	of	Ward	 381

Unknown Postcode 8312

Session subject
Drugs 8
General 51
Healthy	living	 109
IAG 7
Info. 206
Personal safety 32
Self-esteem 20
Sexual	health	 90
Stress 2

Delivery ward
Addiscombe 4
Borough Central 53
Borough North 8
Coulsdon East 24
Coulsdon	West	 8
Fairfield	 82
Fieldway 41
Heathfield	 55
New Addington 58
Norbury	 19
Out Of Area 4
Purley 11
Selhurst 30
Shirley 25
South Norwood 2
Thornton Heath 21
Waddon	 12	
Unspecified	 68
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//  The Outreach Team

“Before being in counselling I needed to believe it was okay  
but through this process I now know it’s going to be OK.”

Main issue
Alcohol 30
Benefits	 12
Bullying 140
Careers / Edu / Training 50
Contraception 132
Depression 74
Disability 25
Drugs (Specify) 31
Eating Disorders 27
Healthy Living 204
HIV/Aids 102
Housing	 29
IAG	 196
Information about Drop In 461
Personal Safety 206
Positive Activities 204
Relationships 224
School 4
Self Esteem 125
Sexual Health 175
Sexuality 73
Smoking 46
Stress	 94
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how have you helped?

Trojan Gordon, one of our volunteer and school counsellors loves to run! 

He has taken part in events all over Europe. After several runs he began to 
notice that when it comes to fundraising, the smaller, local, most vulnerable 
charities often get overlooked. He made it his mission to start running for CDI 
so he could show his supporters exactly where the donations are spent.

The	first	run	Trojan	completed	for	us	was	the	Cardiff	Half	Marathon.	He	ran	the	
whole distance (without stopping) in an astounding 2 hours and 13 minutes 
– a superb achievement! It was a well organised event with a great route 
passing all the iconic landmarks which he thoroughly enjoyed. 

What’s more, he raised £600 for CDI – AMAZING!

We	are	so	grateful	to	Trojan	for	his	outstanding	fundraising	efforts.	He	has	
four	more	events	planned	including	the	Wembley	Colour	Run,	The	London	10	
Mile, the Great Newham Run and the Stockholm Half Marathon.

If you would like to support Trojan please go to:

www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/croydondropin2

And if this inspires you to take part in an event to raise money for CDI then 
please let us know!



THE DESIGNATED FUNDS:

The	Designated	Funds:	£80,000	allocated	to	the	TALKBUS	maintenance	and	upgrade	fund,	£90,000	
to the Agency Contingency Fund (to ensure continuation of services, when replacement funding is 
not immediately available), £7,500 to Service Development and £20,000 to Building fund, £33,282 
allocated to designated funding from Parent Infant Partnership and the Local Transformation Fund.

...for the year ended 31 March 2017
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Incoming resources 

From generated funds:
 Voluntary income:
 Investment income:
From charitable activities:

Total incoming resources:

Resources expended 

Charitable activities:
Governance costs:

Total resources expended:

Net incoming/outgoing 
resources before transfers:

Transfers between funds

Net movement in funds:

Reconciliation of funds 

Total funds brought forward:

Total funds  
carried forward:

 Total Funds 
2017

(£) 

122,386
150

462,062

584,598

533,798

533,798

50,800

50,800

263,725

314,525

 Total Funds 
2016

(£) 

201,130
311

318,102

519,543

448,593
23,825

472,418

47,125

47,125

216,600

263,725

Unrestricted 
 Funds 

(£) 

80,069
150

439,562

519,808

462,616

462,616

57,192

57,192

234,141

291,333

 Restricted 
 Funds 

(£) 

42,290

22,500

64,790

71,182

71,182

(6,392)

(6,392)

29,584

23,192

income and expenditure



The purpose of these pages is to provide a summary of the charity’s income, expenditure and year end position.  
This summary is derived from the audited annual accounts, and is not a full representation. This report may not be 
sufficient	to	give	a	full	understanding	of	the	charity’s	finances.	A	full	copy	of	the	annual	accounts	and	auditor’s	report	 
can be obtained from the Secretary, 132 Church Street, Croydon, CR0 1RF.

...as at 31 March 2017

Fixed assets

Tangible assets:
Total fixed assets:

Current assets

Debtors:
Cash at bank and in hand:
Total current assets:

Creditors

Amounts falling due within one year:

Net current assets:

Total assets less current liabilities

Net assets:

The funds of the charity

Restricted funds:
Unrestricted funds:
 Designated:
 General fund:
Total unrestricted funds:

Total charity funds:

 2017
(£) 

1,557
1,557

312,968

314,525

314,525

23,192

291,333

314,525

 
 

123,567
247,050
370,626

(57,658)

230,782
60,551

 2016
(£) 

2,336
2,336

261,389

263,725

29,584

234,141

263,725

 
 

130,987
150,646
281,633

(20,244)

170,000
64,141
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year end position
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